Mobilising capabilities and positive change in our planet’s most dynamic fishery
Are you committed to the future sustainability of Pacific Fisheries? Are you ready to make a difference to your
team, your organisation and your sector? Do you want to lead and become better at exercising leadership and
influencing positive change? If so, apply to join one of the courses under the Pacific Fisheries Leadership

Programme (PFLP)!
What is PFLP?

PFLP is a leadership development programme for
current and emerging Pacific Fisheries leaders
in government, regional agencies and national
organisations. Up to 125 selected participants have
the opportunity to develop their leadership capabilities
and effectiveness through a variety of leadership courses
tailored to the Pacific fisheries sector. The programme
focuses on real-world and contemporary leadership issues
and practice, and adapts to the unique context and needs of
participants.

What are the expected outcomes for the fisheries
sector?

PFLP is implemented by a consortium led by the Pacific
Community (SPC) with the Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA),
The University of Queensland (UQ) and the Centre for
Leadership and Adaptation (CLA). PFLP is a significant
investment by the New Zealand Government and by
members of the consortium.

PFLP allows you to complete various programme courses and
components including Leadership for Effectiveness; Leadership
Experience; Leadership for Change; Leadership in Times of Uncertainty;
customised short courses; and access to Coaching Support.

Expected long-term outcomes for the fisheries sector include improved
quality and diversity of leadership and management in priority sectoral
areas, and increased cooperation between relevant participants and
their institutions.

What does PFLP include?

Join our next course - Leadership for Effectiveness
Commencing in the week beginning 21 September 2020, Leadership for Effectiveness will be
delivered through a mix of online platforms that support self-directed and group-based learning.
The course includes an introduction workshop followed by two sequenced modules - each
delivered over two 8-weeks periods (each module requires approx. 4 hours per week plus 5
fortnightly half day virtual workshops and coaching), finishing in March 2021.

Module 1: Leading and Managing People
You will engage with and apply prominent theories and models about leading people in groups
and teams to your own context; develop your behaviour as a leader of teams; and identify and
evaluate strategies for developing high performance teams.

Module 2: Inclusive Strategic Leadership
You will engage with and apply theories and models to strategic thinking and planning;
leadership and program management; strategic inclusive approaches to policy formation and
implementation; and develop and articulate your Personal Leadership Vision.

Can I gain credit for Leadership for Effectiveness?
Yes! The two modules, Leading and Managing People and Inclusive Strategic Leadership, include
activities that can be counted for assessment. To be eligible to receive one or two course credits
towards selected University of Queensland (UQ) Business School post-graduate programs, all
items of assessment for each area of coursework must be satisfactorily completed.
For more information: https://www.spc.int/special-projects/pacfishlead

Contact
Cecile Depuille
Pacific Community
Email: pflp@spc.int

Apply
Begin your application:
https://forms.gle/
bDidY2nSn9sbhdbp9
Applications close:
Sunday 23 August

